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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a novel collision avoidance
scheme for MAVs. This scheme is based on
the use of a recent technique which is based on
the transformation of state constraints into time-
varying control input saturations. Here, this tech-
nique is extended so as to ensure collision avoid-
ance of a formation of up to three MAVs. Exper-
imental results involving three A.R drones show
the efficiency of the approach.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Unmanned Aicraft Integration into civil Airspace is

a major challenge which involves considering new uses for
these vehicles while reducing technical barriers related to
safety. Underlying many of the safety challenges is the issue
of assessing the capability of one operator to simultaneously
control multiple vehicles. The need for basic formation keep-
ing techniques and especially collision avoidance capability
is surely the most critical in order to enable one operator to
focus on the supervision of the fleet of Unmanned Aerial Ve-
hicles (MAVs).

A large research effort has been focused on the synchro-
nization and formation control of a fleet of MAVs (see e.g
the survey paper [1] and the references therein). Many in-
teresting problems have been adressed so far : to cite a few,
researchers have considered formation control problems deal-
ing with leader-follower approaches [2, 3, 4, 5], cooperative
sensing [6, 7] or communication delays [8]. Another difficult
problem is the collision avoidance between members of a fleet
and/or the environment. This problem was mainly adressed
using the well known potential field method [9, 10] which is
not straightforward to apply when one considers underactu-
ated MAVs (as discussed in the open problems section 8.3
of [11]) or when one would like to choose a sophisticated
dynamical guidance laws when the MAVs are far from each
other.

This paper introduces a novel anti-collision technique,
different from the potential field methods : it makes use of the
Output to Input Saturation Transformation (OIST) method.
First presented in [12], and later applied to visual servoing
[13, 14] and load alleviation for a civil aircraft [15]. The
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principle of this method is to transform a desired bound on
a variable of interest into a saturation expressed on the con-
trol inputs. One of the main features of this approach is that
a smooth switch between a nominal (local) control law and
a saturated (global) one can be performed. Also, once trans-
formed into a saturated input control problem, the formula-
tion boils down to a well-known problem for which an abun-
dant literature is available. Thus, the anti-windup framework
[16] can be applied to the problem transformed via OIST [17].
In this paper, we present experimental results which demon-
strate the successful application of this methodology to a tri-
angular formation of MAVs.

Section 1 indroduces the problematic of obstacle avoid-
ance and formation flying. Section 2 presents the simplified
dynamic model used for the control. In Section 3, the the-
oretical development used to ensure safe collision avoidance
based on the OIST framework is presented. Then Section 4
describes the system architecture. Section 5 describes the ex-
perimental results. Finally, conclusions follow.

2 MAV DYNAMIC MODEL FOR CONTROL
For the control synthesis, the MAV is modeled as a 3 DOF

mass without taking the drag of the mav into account. The
considered control input is the thrust vector. This thrust can
easily be converted into a global thrust provided by the rotors
velocities, and its orientation which may be obtained by dif-
ferences between these velocities. As a result, from now on,
we consider that the thrust vector may be chosen as if it were
the control input. The equation of the dynamics is given as:

mξ̈ +




0
0
mg


 = Fd (1)

where ξ := [x , y , z]T ∈ R3 is the MAV position and where
Fd := [Fd,x , Fd,y , Fd,z]

T ∈ R3 is the control input.

2.1 Inner loop controller (PX4)
The experiments will be based on the framework pre-

sented in Section 4 which is done by two separate cards and
control dynamics. Figure 1 describes the data flow between
cards and MAV.

The attitude control inner loop is made by the pixhawk
communauty, only the tunning of the gain have been tuned
in the lab. Using the offboard mode, the baseline postion
control combined to the OIST methodology send directly the
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Figure 1: Output to Input Saturation Transformation methodology diagram

Attitude Target (ϕd, θd, ψd, ud) at the PX4 board. Figure 2
presents the actual inner loop dynamics and response. One
can see the presence of static errors, and the slowness of the
dynamics. These phenomena may be explained by the lack of
integral term in the attitude loop of the PX4, and also by the
poor capabilities of the AR drone platform – especially with
the weight added for our experiments. The nominal thrust
command is arround 70 percent.
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Figure 2: Attitude control dynamics

2.2 Baseline controller (backstepping)

The baseline controller [Fd,x, Fd,y, Fd,z] used was devel-
oped at ISAE for trajectory tracking. More details on this
control law can be found in [18].

The computed control input is expressed in terms of the
thrust vector, as said earlier in this paper; it may be converted
into the desired roll ϕd, pitch θd and thrust ud through the

simple following computations:




ϕd
θd
ud


 =




atan2(Fd,y, Fd,z)

atan2(−Fd,x,
√
F 2
d,y + F 2

d,z)√
F 2
d,x + F 2

d,y + F 2
d,z


 (2)

The desired roll ϕd, pitch θd and thrust ud are then trans-
mitted as reference for the inner loop. The desired yaw ψd
will be equal to zero.

3 OUTPUT TO INPUT SATURATION
TRANSFORM (OIST) MAV AVOIDANCE

The OIST methodology applies to the aforementioned
baseline controller [18], which output is saturated through the
method in order to force the variable of interest to abide by
the predefined constraints

3.1 Useful notations
Given two real numbers xmin < xmax, we note:

x 7−→ Satxmax
xmin

(x) = max (xmin,min(x, xmax)) (3)

the saturation function of a variable x between xmin and
xmax.
With an abuse of notation:

Sat+∞xmin
(x) = max(xmin, x) (4)

3.2 OIST methodology for a moving obstacle avoidance
Here, we propose to revisit the OIST design of [14]

which was used to make a MAV avoid some obstacles. In
this preliminary work, the OIST methology was successfully
used for obstacle avoidance but was ”switched off” (by a
simple logic detailed in the experiment section of the paper)
on the frontier of the obstacles in order to avoid the MAV
to be stuck on them. As we shall see, an additional output
constraint is here used to circumvent this problem : roughly
speaking, the OIST method is not only used to avoid another
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MAV but also to avoid that a MAV is stuck on another one
by imposing its (orthoradial) velocity not to vanish on it. We
also slightly extend the OIST framework to take into account
the fact that the obstacle (other MAV) can now move (in the
same (x,y) plane as the MAV), which requires to measure the
velocity and acceleration of the obstacle.

The following assumptions are necessary to apply this
novel OIST technique.
At any time:

• the distance do between the MAV and the other MAV
is measured.

• the obstacle is supposed to be included inside a circle
which is centered on (xo, yo, z) and whose radius is al-
ways lower than do,inf in the (x, y) plane The obstacle
being possibly in motion, its velocity (resp. accelera-
tion) vector (ẋo, ẏo) (resp. (ẍo, ÿo)) are supposed to be
measured in the (x, y) plane.

• the MAV desired position ξd is sufficiently far from the
obstacle so that the mission is feasible.

Figure 1 represents the general principle of the OIST method-
ology when extended to the MAV avoidance problem.
Let us define the following quantities:

do,2 := d2o = (x− xo)2 + (y − yo)2 (5)

and
φ⊥ = −(y − yo)vx + (x− xo)vy (6)

To avoid a collision, the following constraint must be satis-
fied:

do,2 ≥ d2o,inf (7)

Moreover, to avoid staying stuck on the obstacle boundary,
we consider the following additional constraint:

φ⊥ ≥ do,infv#⊥ − κ3(do,2 − d2o,inf ) (8)

where v#⊥ > 0, κ3 > 0
Such an inequality simply expresses the constraint that

the orthoradial velocity (component of the MAV velocity
which is perpendicular to a line relating the MAV to the ob-
stacle center) cannot be null on the obstacle boundary so that
the MAV is forced to keep turning around the obstacle.

Remark 1 another possibility is to use the constraint:

φ⊥ ≤ −do,infv#⊥ + κ3(do,2 − d2o,inf ) (9)

where v#⊥ > 0, κ3 > 0. This would change the sign of v⊥
on the obstacle. This other possiblity can be considered as
another degree of freedom of the method which deserves to
be studied in the future.

Following the OIST methodology (see e.g. the guidelines
of [13], subsection II-D)), we compute the successive time
derivatives of the constrained outputs do,2 and φ⊥ till the in-
put terms appear. Deriving two times (resp. one time) do,2
(resp. φ⊥), we obtain:




d̈o,2 = 2
(
(x− xo)

(
Fd,x

m − ẍo
)
+ (y − yo)

(
Fd,y

m − ÿo
)

+(ẋ− ẋo)2 + (ẏ − ẏo)2
)

φ̇⊥ = −(y − yo)Fd,x

m + (x− xo)Fd,y

m − (ẏ − ẏo)vx
+(ẋ− ẋo)vy

(10)
We now consider the following matrix:

Mo(ξ) :=
2

m

[
x− xo y − yo
−(y − yo) x− xo

]
(11)

which is invertible when det(Mo) = do,2 ≥ d2o,inf > 0.
Using Mo, we rewrite (10) as follows:

[
d̈o,2
2φ̇⊥

]
= Mo(ξ)

[
Fd,x
Fd,y

]
+

[
D1

2D2

]
(12)

where

D1 = 2(ẋ− ẋo)2 + 2(ẏ − ẏo)2 − 2(x− xo)ẍo
−2(y − yo)ÿo (13)

D2 = −(ẏ − ẏo)vx + (ẋ− ẋo)vy (14)

Mo being invertible when the first constraint is respected, we
define the following change of coordinates:

[
u1
2u2

]
:= Mo(ξ)

[
Fd,x
Fd,y

]
(15)

We then rewrite (12) as follows:
[
d̈o,2
φ̇⊥

]
=

[
u1
u2

]
+

[
D1

D2

]
(16)

Let us now define ḋo,2 := d
dtd0,2 = 2doḋo and the OIST

tuning parameters κ2, κ3, κ4 > 0.
We’ve got the following result:

Proposition 1 Let us suppose that do,2(t = 0) ≥ d2o,inf ,
ḋo,2(t = 0) ≥ −κ1(do,2(t = 0) − d2o,inf ) and φ⊥(t = 0) ≥
do,infv

#
⊥ − κ3(do,2(t = 0)− d2o,inf ), then if for all t ≥ 0,

u1 ≥ −(κ1 + κ2)ḋo,2 − κ1κ2(do,2 − d2o,inf )−D1 (17)

u2 ≥ −κ3ḋo,2 − κ4(φ⊥ − do,infv#⊥ + κ3(do,2 − d2o,inf ))
−D2 (18)

then the output constraints (7)-(8) are satisfied for all t ≥ 0.
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proof: Straightforward applying Lemma 4.1 of [17].

Finally, it is required to express the input constraints in
terms of the original control inputs.
It is easy to see that (17)-(18) are satisfied when one applies
the following inputs:

[
F satd,x

F satd,y

]
=Mo(ξ)

−1
[
Sat+∞

h1(ξ̇,do,ḋ0)
(u1)

2Sat+∞
h2(ξ̇,do,ḋ0)

(u2)

]
(19)

where

h1(ξ̇, do, ḋ0) =−D1 − (κ1 + κ2)ḋo,2

−κ1κ2(do,2 − d2o,inf ) (20)

h2(ξ̇, do, ḋ0) =−D2 − κ3ḋo,2 − κ4(φ⊥ − do,infv#⊥ )
−κ3κ4(do,2 − d2o,inf )) (21)

Using (15), we finally obtain the following input saturations
with time varying bounds :

[
F satd,x

F satd,y

]
(22)

= Mo(ξ)
−1




Sat+∞
h1(ξ̇,do,ḋ0)

([
1
0

]T
Mo(ξ)

[
Fd,x
Fd,y

])

2Sat+∞
h2(ξ̇,do,ḋ0)

(
1
2

[
0
1

]T
Mo(ξ)

[
Fd,x
Fd,y

])




(23)

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
4.1 Framework for experimentation

Ground station

MAV N°i

Embedded Orocos Components

P X 4
Low level control
 

I M U

Simulink-generated
Control Law

Com Groundstation

Mavlink Bridge

OptiTrack System

Optitrack cl ient
position MAV N°i

High level control and supervision UDP over Wifi

Mavl ink over
 serial connection

UDP over Wifi

Optitrack cl ient
obstacle MAV

UDP over Wifi

Guidance

Figure 3: OIST formation framework

The framework that is used in our lab is described in [14]
and allows many use cases, from the simple Simulink-only
simulation to the experiments involving interaction between a
real MAV and simulated sensors in the MORSE simulator. A
variety of MAVs are available for experiments in our lab. For
the formation flying experiment, the framework used (Fig. 3)
was:

1. Ground station:
A ground station was used to transmit high-level or-
ders to the 3 MAVs using Wi-Fi. The high-level orders
were ”take off”, ”move formation to position [x, y, z]”,
”land”, and ”arm/disarm motors”. It also monitored the
battery level and position of the MAVs.

2. Embedded Orocos components:
An Orocos component was used to relay the high-level
orders received from the ground station to the guidance
(”take off”, ”move to” and ”land”) and mavlink bridge
(”arm/disarm motors”) components. The MAV’s de-
sired position transmitted to the guidance component
was offset to reflect the MAV N◦i position in the for-
mation. From the desired position, the guidance com-
ponent was generating desired trajectories for positions
and velocities without taking into account the obsta-
cle. These trajectories were given to the Simulink-
generated Orocos component which implemented the
OIST control law. The OptiTrack was used to measure
the MAV and MAV’s obstacle positions at 50Hz.

3. MAV N◦i, i ∈ {0,1,2}:
The MAVs used were based on the mechanics of three
Parrot AR.drone with custom electronics, a gumstix
running the Orocos components and a Pixhawks PX4
for the attitude control.

4.2 Code-generation from Simulink models
Automatic code generation is used directly from Simulink

to generate C++ Code which is included in the framework.

5 EXPERIMENT
In order to demonstrate the OIST obstacle avoidance

methodology, we use it for the anti-collision of a fleet com-
posed of three MAVs. The three MAVs take off on the ground
at three different positions, then they go to their target point in
the formation pattern. For i=0 to 2, each MAV N◦i considers
the MAV N◦i+ 1 as a moving obstacle and will avoid it.(By
convention MAV N◦3 is MAV N◦0 so that MAV N◦2 avoids
MAV N◦0).

Figure 4 presents the trajectory of the MAVs with obstacle
avoidance during the formation Establishment. A minimal
distance of 80 centimeters has been chosen for the avoidance
parameter.
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Figure 4: Trajectory of the 3 MAV’s during the flight

One can see that the MAV N◦0 is not deviated from the
desired trajectory given by the guidance component. The two
other MAVs are deviated by OIST as denoted on Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Positions of the 3 MAV’s during the flight, the de-
sired trajectories are computed without taking into account
the obstacles

The avoidance results can be see on Fig. 6 which shows
the saturation of the baseline thrust Fd by the OIST method-
ology, and the distance between the MAV N◦i and its obstacle
(the position of the MAV N◦i+ 1).

For this experiment, the A.R.drone frame doesn’t allow to
increase the tracking performance of the position due to the
lack of power. In our lab, the MAV based on Parrot weight
more than 500 grams, which is 20 percent more than the nom-
inal weight of the A.R.drone, so the thrust at the equilibrium
point (for static flight) is about 75%. The dynamic cannot be
very fast and we need to increase the minimal distance to 80
centimeters. On Fig. 6, the MAV N◦2 is inside the avoidance
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Figure 6: Saturation of the baseline thrust Fd and distance to
obstacles during the flight

interval but as it is shown on Fig. 5, the tracking error is not
minimal (about 20 centimeters of error) so this is more due to
the position control.

In the video of this experiment [19], we can see that the
MAVs avoid each other during the establishment of the for-
mation. At the second 34 in the video (second 18 in the
Figs. 4 to 6), we can see that even if the distance between the
MAVs N◦1 and N◦2 is greater than 80 cm, the MAV N◦1 still
moves out of the way. This is because the OIST methodol-
ogy also takes into account the velocity of the obstacle (MAV
N◦2 in this case). This effect can also be seen on the MAV
N◦2 between the seconds 10 to 12 when the MAV N◦0 is ap-
proaching quickly.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel framework to ensure anti-collision
of a fleet of three MAVs has been presented. The OIST
methology has been extended so that a MAV cannot be stuck
on another MAV but turns around it. The main feature of this
method is its simplicity in terms of control design and com-
putational load. An experiment has been performed and val-
idates the OIST methodology to ensure collision avoidance
of up to three MAVs. The experimental results shows that the
minimal distance between MAVs is globally respected during
the establishment of the formation of the fleet. For the future
experiments, MikroKopter-based MAVs will be used to in-
crease the dynamics and the capabilities of the OIST method-
ology. Future works include rigourus stability proofs of satu-
rated systems (in the spirit of [17]), extra experiments involv-
ing a larger number of MAVs and the extension of the OIST
technique to address other problems related to safe guidance
of multiple MAVs.
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